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0. Advantages and Design of PHClab
• PHCpack [2] offers no scripting language;

• Automatic input/output format conversions for systems and solutions.

PHClab is a collection of m-files which call phc, the executable built with PHCpack.
It applies the idea of OpenXM [1], needs only executable program.

1. Calling the Blackbox Solver phc -b
Consider for example the system
(

1.3x21 + 4.7x22 − 3.1 + 2.3i = 0
,
2
2.1x2 − 1.9x1 = 0

with i =

√

−1.

Representing the system in matrix format, we solve it via
t = [1.3 2 0; 4.7 0 2; -3.1 + 2.3*i 0 0; 0 0 0;
2.1 0 2; -1.9 1 0; 0 0 0];
s = solve system(t); % call the blackbox solver
ns = size(s,2)
% check number of solutions
s3 = s(3)
% look at the 3rd solution
On the screen we see:
ns =
4
s3 =
time: 1
multiplicity: 1
||∆x|| correction
err: 5.9040e-017
inverse condition number
rco: 0.2770
residual: ||f (x)||
res: 1.1100e-016
x1: 0.6470- 0.3876i
x2: -0.7961+ 0.2202i
A solution is a structure with diagnostics and the coordinates of the solution.
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3. Automatic Testing and Benchmarking

5. Computing a Numerical Irreducible Decomposition

The function read system reads a system from file. The script

f = {’/tmp/Demo/ku10’


 systems from
’/tmp/Demo/cyclic5’
demo database

’/tmp/Demo/fbrfive4’

 of PHCpack
’/tmp/Demo/game4two’};
for k = 1:size(f,1)
p = read system(f{k});
t0 = clock;
s = solve system(p);
et = etime(clock(),t0);
n = size(s,2);
fprintf(’Found %d sols for %s in %f sec.\n’,n,f{k},et);
end;
produces the following statistics:
Found 2 sols for /tmp/Demo/ku10 in 1.819892 sec.
Found 70 sols for /tmp/Demo/cyclic5 in 11.094403 sec.
Found 36 sols for /tmp/Demo/fbrfive4 in 18.750158 sec.
Found 9 sols for /tmp/Demo/game4two in 1.630962 sec.

A witness set representing a k-dimensional solution set Z ⊂ f −1(0) consists of



4. An Application: the Griffis-Duffy platform
The Griffis-Duffy platform [3] is a special Stewart-Gough platform, first analyzed
in [4], it is “architecturally singular”: the figure below shows its motion.

1. the system f augmented with k random hyperplanes; and
2. solutions satisfying the augmented polynomial system.

top down computation with cascade
First we compute a numerical representation of the curve:
S = read system(’gdplatB’);
E = embed(S,1);
% embed with 1 plane
solutions = solve system(E);
[SW,R] = cascade(E,solutions);
A witness set for the curve is in R{2} and SW{2,1}.

bottom up computation: equation-by-equation
+ requires no top dimension as with cascade;
− performance depends on the order of equations.
p = read system(’gdplatBa’); % easy equations first
[SW,R] = eqnbyeqn(p);
% solve equation by equation
returns a witness set of a curve of degree 40

decomposition into irreducible factors
Taking output of either the cascade or eqnbyeqn:
decom = decompose(R{2},SW{2,1});
On return we receive 13 irreducible factors, see [5], [6], [7] for more.



finding real witness points





If we take the slicing hyperplane to be real, we may find real witness points and use
these for graphing. The instructions below use track:
start = E;
% start system
E{size(E,1)} = modify poly(E{size(E,1)});
factor = find factor(decom)
% interesting factor
for k=1:size(factor,2)
factor(k).time = 0;
end
L = track(E,start,factor);
% track paths
Among all the witness points, two of them are real.

2. Download and Installation
PHClab was tested on MATLAB 6.5 and Octave 2.1.64 on Windows and Linux
machines. On an Apple laptop running Mac OS X version 10.3.7, we executed PHClab in Octave 2.1.57.
PHCpack and PHClab are available at
http://www.math.uic.edu/˜jan/download.html
• download and install phc executable;
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• download and unpack files in PHClab.tar.gz;

Figure 1: Image of Griffis-Duffy platform
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• add the name of the PHClab directory to MATLAB/Octave’s search path;

The first command of PHClab one executes is set phcpath.
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